
WINDOW ART
Just squeeze some coloured paint into ziplock
bags and zip shut. Tape each bag securely to
the window and then children can use their
fingers or a cotton bud to draw patterns,
pictures and shapes on each one. Simply
smooth over with your hands for a clean
slate. If you don't have any paint, cheap hair
gel works well and usually comes in different
colours.

MARK MAKING

MESSY MUD
Mud paint is very easy to make, just

collect some soil from the garden and add
to a paint or yoghurt pot, adding water
till it gets to the right consistency. Then
use either just like paint or spread out a

thick layer and then use fingers to draw a
picture into the mud.

READY STEADY GO!
You need a large cardboard box, some cars
and bright paint. Open the box out and use
to make a ramp, attaching firmly to chairs or
something with a bit of height. Tuck large
sheets of paper underneath, then dip the
cars in paint and let them race down the
ramp. Watch what happens to the track
marks as the colours mix together!

TOASTED ART
Make food safe paint by adding a few

drops of food colouring to milk then using
new, clean paintbrushes, paint a pattern

or picture on a piece of bread, taking
care not to get it too wet. Then toast it

and enjoy for a colourful snack! 
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TEXTURE TRAY
You can use whatever you've got in the

cupboard for this; rice, lentils, flour,
sugar, salt and oats all work well. You

can put straight into a deep sided tray
and spread out or line the tray with

patterned wrapping paper first. Then just
use fingers or a paint brush to create

patterns, lines or pictures! 


